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The Tocharian Subjunctive
TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS is a series of books that open new perspectives in our understanding of language. The series
publishes state-of-the-art work on core areas of linguistics across theoretical frameworks as well as studies that provide
new insights by building bridges to neighbouring fields such as neuroscience and cognitive science. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS
considers itself a forum for cutting-edge research based on solid empirical data on language in its various manifestations,
including sign languages. It regards linguistic variation in its synchronic and diachronic dimensions as well as in its social
contexts as important sources of insight for a better understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the ecology and
evolution of language. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS publishes monographs and outstanding dissertations as well as edited
volumes, which provide the opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and theoretical viewpoints.
High quality standards are ensured through anonymous reviewing.

Word Frequency and Lexical Diffusion
Tocharian and Indo-European Studies (TIES) publishes central topics on the two closely related languages Tocharian A and
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B, attested in Central Asian Buddhist manuscripts dating from the second half of the first millennium AD. It focuses on
philological and linguistic aspects of Tocharian, and its relation with the other Indo-European languages

Language and Meter
In Language and Meter, Dieter Gunkel and Olav Hackstein unite fifteen linguistic studies on a broad variety of poetic
traditions, including Homer, the Vedas, and Germanic alliterative verse.

A Dictionary of Tocharian B.
Kniha je souborem studií věnovaných tocharské etymologii a gramatice a obsahuje i dva životopisné a bibliografické
portréty dvou osobností tocharistiky: Wernera Wintera a Pavla Pouchy.

Indo-European Perspectives
This volume explores word order change within the framework of diachronic generative syntax. Word order is at the core of
natural language grammatical systems, linking syntax with prosody and with semantics and pragmatics. The chapters in
this volume use the tools provided by the generative theory of grammar to examine the constrained ways in which
historical word order variants have given way to new ones over time. Following an introduction by the editors, the book is
divided into four parts that investigate changes regarding the targets for movement within the clausal functional hierarchy;
changes (or stability) in the nature of the triggers for movement; verb movement into the left peripheries; and types of
movement, with specific focus on word order change in Latin. Data are drawn from a wide variety of languages from
different families and from both classical and modern periods, including Sanskrit, Tocharian, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch,
Irish, Hungarian, and Coptic Egyptian. The book's broad coverage and combination of language-internal and comparative
studies offers new perspectives on the relation between word order change and syntactic movement. The volume also
provides a range of wider insights into the properties of natural language and the way in which those properties constrain
language variation and change.

How to Kill a Dragon
The second edition of A Dictionary of Tocharian B includes substantially all Tocharian B words found in regularly published
texts, as well as all those of the London and Paris collections published digitally (digital publication of the Paris collection is
still incomplete), and a substantial number of the Berlin collection published digitally. The number of entries is more than
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twenty per cent greater than in the first edition. The overall approach is decidedly philological. All words except proper
names are provided with example contexts. Each word is given in all its various attested morphological forms, in its variant
spellings, and discussed semantically, syntactically (where appropriate), and etymologically. New to the second edition is
the assignment, where possible, of the examples of the word’s use to their exact chronological period (Archaic, Early,
Classical, Late/Colloquial). This dating provides the beginning of the study of the Tocharian B vocabulary on a historical
basis. Included are also a reverse English-Tocharian B index and, another innovation to this edition, a general index
verborum of Indo-European cognates.

The Development of Old English
Variation and change in Tocharian B is a systematic and extensive treatment of linguistic variants attested in this most
archaic of the two Tocharian languages, which are known through manuscripts from the first millennium CE found along the
Northern Silk Road in Xinjiang, China. The precise nature of the variants in Tocharian B has been the issue of a long debate.
A careful survey of all variants from a wealth of published and unpublished texts shows that most of the variation is due to
chronological development. Lists of text classification criteria and overviews of text types make this volume an ideal
handbook for the study of the Tocharian lexicon, grammar, and manuscripts. It is of interest for scholars and students of
Tocharian and Indo-European alike, and it will be both practical and indispensable for checking variants and their relative
chronology.

The Mouton Atlas of Languages and Cultures
This study of word frequency effects on sound change provides a resolution of the Neogrammarian controversy. Betty S.
Phillips discusses the implications for phonology and historical linguistics of certain types of change affecting the most
frequent words first and other types of change affecting the least frequent words first.

Historical Linguistics and Philology
The volume is a handbook on the history of language and culture of the agriculture areas of Eurasia, Pacific and Amazon,
based on contemporary and historical lexical, cultural and typological data from 17 families and 400 languages. The atlas,
which is complemented by a geodatabase with all data available online, aims at integrating old and new methodologies for
investigating diversity, spread and contact of language and culture in (pre)history.

Tocharian and Indo-European Studies vol.15
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TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS is a series of books that open new perspectives in our understanding of language. The series
publishes state-of-the-art work on core areas of linguistics across theoretical frameworks as well as studies that provide
new insights by building bridges to neighbouring fields such as neuroscience and cognitive science. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS
considers itself a forum for cutting-edge research based on solid empirical data on language in its various manifestations,
including sign languages. It regards linguistic variation in its synchronic and diachronic dimensions as well as in its social
contexts as important sources of insight for a better understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the ecology and
evolution of language. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS publishes monographs and outstanding dissertations as well as edited
volumes, which provide the opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and theoretical viewpoints.
High quality standards are ensured through anonymous reviewing.

Historical Morphology
TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS is a series of books that open new perspectives in our understanding of language. The series
publishes state-of-the-art work on core areas of linguistics across theoretical frameworks as well as studies that provide
new insights by building bridges to neighbouring fields such as neuroscience and cognitive science. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS
considers itself a forum for cutting-edge research based on solid empirical data on language in its various manifestations,
including sign languages. It regards linguistic variation in its synchronic and diachronic dimensions as well as in its social
contexts as important sources of insight for a better understanding of the design of linguistic systems and the ecology and
evolution of language. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS publishes monographs and outstanding dissertations as well as edited
volumes, which provide the opportunity to address controversial topics from different empirical and theoretical viewpoints.
High quality standards are ensured through anonymous reviewing.

Origins of the Greek Verb
This book brings together new and original work by forty two of the world's leading scholars of Indo-European comparative
philology and linguistics from around the world. It shows the breadth and the continuing liveliness of enquiry in an area
which over the last century and a half has opened many unique windows on the civilizations of the ancient world. The
volume is a tribute to Anna Morpurgo Davies to mark her retirement as the Diebold Professor of Comparative Philology at
the University of Oxford. The book's six parts are concerned with the early history of Indo-European (Part I); language use,
variation, and change in ancient Greece and Anatolia (Parts II and III); the Indo-European languages of Western Europe,
including Latin, Welsh, and Anglo-Saxon (Part IV); the ancient Indo-Iranian and Tocharian languages (Part V); and the history
of Indo-European linguistics (Part VI). Indo-European Perspectives will interest scholars and students of Indo-European
philology, historical linguistics, classics, and the history of the ancient world.
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Tocharian and Indo-European Studies
The second edition of A Dictionary of Tocharian B includes substantially all Tocharian B words found in regularly published
texts, as well as all those of the London and Paris collections published digitally (digital publication of the Paris collection is
still incomplete), and a substantial number of the Berlin collection published digitally. The number of entries is more than
twenty per cent greater than in the first edition. The overall approach is decidedly philological. All words except proper
names are provided with example contexts. Each word is given in all its various attested morphological forms, in its variant
spellings, and discussed semantically, syntactically (where appropriate), and etymologically. New to the second edition is
the assignment, where possible, of the examples of the word’s use to their exact chronological period (Archaic, Early,
Classical, Late/Colloquial). This dating provides the beginning of the study of the Tocharian B vocabulary on a historical
basis. Included are also a reverse English-Tocharian B index and, another innovation to this edition, a general index
verborum of Indo-European cognates.

The Oxford Introduction to Proto-Indo-European and the Proto-Indo-European World
The subjunctive is one of the most central categories of the Tocharian verbal system. A thorough analysis of its meaning
and formation is the basis for a careful reconstruction of the Proto-Tocharian stage and its derivation from the IndoEuropean proto-language.

Kleine Schriften/Selected Writings
Situated at the crossroads of comparative philology, classics and general historical linguistics, this study is the first ever
attempt to outline in full the developments which led from the remotest recoverable stages of the Indo-European protolanguage to the complex verbal system encountered in Homer and other early Greek texts. By combining the methods of
comparative and internal reconstruction with a careful examination of large collections of primary data and insights gained
from the study of language change and linguistic typology, Andreas Willi uncovers the deeper reasons behind many surface
irregularities and offers a new understanding of how categories such as aspect, tense and voice interact. Drawing upon
evidence from all major branches of Indo-European, and providing exhaustive critical coverage of scholarly debate on the
most controversial issues, this book will be an essential reference tool for anyone seeking orientation in this burgeoning but
increasingly fragmented area of linguistic research.

Word Order Change
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"The book deserves a warm welcome. Steady work has gone into the writing of it, and M. L. West's ability to detect
analogies and to make comparisons has again been deployed to good effect G.L. Huxley, Hermathena the ideal guide in a
complex field of learning. International Review of Biblical Studies Martin West has written the definitive book on IndoEuropean language and religion[the]world of words is beautifully laid out for us in this important book London Review of
Books This volumeis written with the grace, style and wit that we have come to expect..the picture that emerges is detailed
and consistentthe results are fascinating West has done a great service in providing an accurate and up-to-date account.
Richard Janko, TLS It is a book for repeated consultation rather than a quick read througha landmark publication in an area
of study whose importance is likely to grow - not only for classics but also for the humanities more generally. N. J. Allen,
Bryn Mawr Classical Review a virtual compendium of the most relevant material distilled by one of the finest minds to
venture into this field J. S. Sheldon", Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Tocharian and Indo-European Studies vol.14
German description: Das Werk Werner Winters, aus mittlerweile mehr als funf Jahrzehnten vielseitiger Publikationstatigkeit
hervorgegangen, deckt eine bemerkenswerte Vielfalt linguistischer Themen ab: von der Rekonstruktion des
Urindogermanischen uber die Historische Sprachwissenschaft bis zur Allgemeinen Sprachwissenschaft.

Historical Linguistics and the Comparative Study of African Languages
Tocharian Historical Phonology and Morphology
In How to Kill a Dragon Calvert Watkins follows the continuum of poetic formulae in Indo-European languages, from Old
Hittite to medieval Irish. He uses the comparative method to reconstruct traditional poetic formulae of considerable
complexity that stretch as far back as the original common language. Thus, Watkins reveals the antiquity and tenacity of
the Indo-European poetic tradition. Watkins begins this study with an introduction to the field of comparative Indo-European
poetics; he explores the Saussurian notions of synchrony and diachrony, and locates the various Indo-European traditions
and ideologies of the spoken word. Further, his overview presents case studies on the forms of verbal art, with selected
texts drawn from Indic, Iranian, Greek, Latin, Hittite, Armenian, Celtic, and Germanic languages. In the remainder of the
book, Watkins examines in detail the structure of the dragon/serpent-slaying myths, which recur in various guises
throughout the Indo-European poetic tradition. He finds the "signature" formula for the myth--the divine hero who slays the
serpent or overcomes adversaries--occurs in the same linguistic form in a wide range of sources and over millennia,
including Old and Middle Iranian holy books, Greek epic, Celtic and Germanic sagas, down to Armenian oral folk epic of the
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last century. Watkins argues that this formula is the vehicle for the central theme of a proto-text, and a central part of the
symbolic culture of speakers of the Proto-Indo-European language: the relation of humans to their universe, the values and
expectations of their society. Therefore, he further argues, poetry was a social necessity for Indo- European society, where
the poet could confer on patrons what they and their culture valued above all else: "imperishable fame."

A Grammar of Modern Indo-European
Variation and Change in Tocharian B
Ian Roberts offers a stimulating introduction to our greatest gift as a species: our capacity for articulate language. We are
mostly as blissfully unaware of the intricacies of the structure of language as fish are of the water they swim in. We live in a
mental ocean of nouns, verbs, quantifiers, morphemes, vowels and other rich, strange and deeply fascinating linguistic
objects. This book introduces the reader to this amazing world. Offering a thought-provoking and accessible introduction to
the main discoveries and theories about language, the book is aimed at general readers and undergraduates who are
curious about linguistics and language. Written in a lively and direct style, technical terms are carefully introduced and
explained and the book includes a full glossary. The book covers all the central areas of linguistics, including phonetics,
phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics, as well as historical linguistics, sociolinguistics and
psycholinguistics.

The Tocharian Verbal System
A Dictionary of Tocharian B.
"This is the first of two projected volumes on the chronology of sound changes in the development of the Tocharian
languages"--Pref.

Trask's Historical Linguistics
A Grammar of Modern Indo-European is a complete reference guide to a living Indo-European language. It contains a
comprehensive description of Proto-Indo-European grammar, and offers an analysis of the complexities of the prehistoric
language and its reconstruction from its descendant languages. Written in a fresh and accessible style, and illustrated with
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maps, figures and tables, this book focusses on the real patterns of use of Late Indo-European. The book is well organised
and is filled with full, clear explanations of areas of confusion and difficulty. It also contains an extensive English - IndoEuropean, Indo-European - English vocabulary, as well as detailed etymological notes, designed to provide readers with an
easy access to the information they require. An essential reference source for the student of Indo-European as a learned
and living language, this work will appeal to students of languages, classics, and the ancient world, as well as to general
readers interested in the history of language, and in speaking the direct ancestor of the world's largest language family.

Kratylos
Reviews are an important aspect of scholarly discussion because they help filter out which works are relevant in the yearly
flood of publications and are thus influential in determining how a work is received. The IBR, published again since 1971 as
an interdisciplinary, international bibliography of reviews, it is a unique source of bibliographical information. The database
contains entries on over 1.2 million book reviews of literature dealing primarily with the humanities and social sciences
published in 6,820, mainly European scholarly journals. Reviews of more than 560,000 scholarly works are listed. The
database increases every year by 60,000 entries. Every entry contains the following information: On the work reviewed:
author, title On the review: reviewer, periodical (year, edition, page, ISSN), language, subject area (in German, English,
Italian) Publisher, address of journal

Early Indo-Europeans in Central Asia and China : cultural relations as reflected in language
Developed at Carleton University, Ottawa, this is a comprehensive workbook -- now in its second, revised edition -designed primarily for use with introductory courses in linguistics. With 334 graded excercises and problems from more
than 60 languages and dialects.

Indo-European Poetry and Myth
2010
Etymologie, Entlehnungen und Entwicklungen
This advanced historical linguistics course book deals with the historical and comparative study of African languages. The
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first part functions as an elementary introduction to the comparative method, involving the establishment of lexical and
grammatical cognates, the reconstruction of their historical development, techniques for the subclassification of related
languages, and the use of language-internal evidence, more specifically the application of internal reconstruction. Part II
addresses language contact phenomena and the status of language in a wider, cultural-historical and ecological context.
Part III deals with the relationship between comparative linguistics and other disciplines. In this rich course book, the author
presents valuable views on a number of issues in the comparative study of African languages, more specifically concerning
genetic diversity on the African continent, the status of pidginised and creolised languages, language mixing, and
grammaticalisation.

Languages of the World
What do all human languages have in common and in what ways are they different? How can language be used to trace
different peoples and their past? Are certain languages similar because of common descent or language contact? Assuming
no prior knowledge of linguistics, this textbook introduces readers to the rich diversity of human languages, familiarizing
students with the variety and typology of languages around the world. Linguistic terms and concepts are explained, in the
text and in the glossary, and illustrated with simple, accessible examples. Eighteen language maps and numerous language
family charts enable students to place a language geographically or genealogically. A supporting website includes
additional language maps and sound recordings that can be used to illustrate the peculiarities of the sound systems of
various languages. 'Test yourself' questions throughout the book make it easier for students to analyze data from unfamiliar
languages.

The Routledge Handbook of Historical Linguistics
This book, the second volume in A Linguistic History of English, describes the development of Old English from ProtoGermanic. Like Volume I, it is an internal history of the structure of English that combines traditional historical linguistics,
modern syntactic theory, the study of languages in contact, and the variationist approach to language change. The first part
of the book considers the development of Northwest and West Germanic, and the northern dialects of the latter, with
particular reference to phonological and morphological phenomena. Later chapters present a detailed account of changes in
the Old English sound system, inflectional system, and syntax. The book aims to make the findings of traditional historical
linguistics accessible to scholars and students in other subdisciplines, and also to adopt approaches from contemporary
theoretical linguistics in such a way that they are accessible to a wide range of historical linguists.

The Wonders of Language
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This book presents a synchronic and diachronic study of the verbal system of the two Tocharian languages together with an
index listing attested verbal forms and offering semantic and etymological information. The material is based on philological
evaluation and incorporates hitherto unpublished texts.

Synchronic and Diachronic Approaches to Linguistic Variation and Change
Tocharian and Indo-European Studies is the central publication for the study of two closely related languages, Tocharian A
and Tocharian B. Found in many Buddhist manuscripts from central Asia, Tocharian dates back to the second half of the
first millennium of the Common Era, though it was not discovered until the twentieth century. Focusing on both philological
and linguistic aspects of this language, Tocharian and Indo-European Studies also looks at it in relationship to other IndoEuropean languages. This issue addresses topics such as the function and origin of the present suffix "-sk," verbal endings,
the words for "fear" and "perfume," secular documents, and Tocharian glosses in Sanskrit manuscripts. Birgit Anette Olsen
is a researcher and instructor at the University of Copenhagen and author of Derivation and Composition and The Noun in
Biblical Armenian. Michaël Peyrot is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Vienna. Georges-Jean Pinault is professor
at the École pratique des hautes études in Paris. Thomas Olander is a researcher and instructor at the University of
Copenhagen.

Language Change
The Routledge Handbook of Historical Linguistics provides a survey of the field covering the methods which underpin
current work; models of language change; and the importance of historical linguistics for other subfields of linguistics and
other disciplines. Divided into five sections, the volume encompass a wide range of approaches and addresses issues in the
following areas: historical perspectives methods and models language change interfaces regional summaries Each of the
thirty-two chapters is written by a specialist in the field and provides: a introduction to the subject; an analysis of the
relationship between the diachronic and synchronic study of the topic; an overview of the main current and critical trends;
and examples from primary data. The Routledge Handbook of Historical Linguistics is essential reading for researchers and
postgraduate students working in this area. Chapter 28 of this book is available for free in PDF format as Open Access at
www.tandfebooks.com. It has been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives
3.0 license.

The Cambridge Handbook of Sociolinguistics
Trask’s Historical Linguistics, Third Edition, is an accessible introduction to historical linguistics – the study of language
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change over time. This engaging book is illustrated with language examples from all six continents, and covers the
fundamental concepts of language change, methods for historical linguistics, linguistic reconstruction, sociolinguistic
aspects of language change, language contact, the birth and death of languages, language and prehistory and the issue of
very remote relations. This third edition of the renowned Trask’s Historical Linguistics is fully revised and updated and
covers the most recent developments in historical linguistics, including: more detail on morphological change including
cutting-edge discussions of iconization coverage of recent developments in sociolinguistic explanations of variation and
change new case studies focusing on Germanic languages and American and New Zealand English, and updated exercises
covering each of the topics within the book a brand new companion website featuring material for both professors and
students, including discussion questions and further exercises as well as commentaries on the exercises within the book.
Trask’s Historical Linguistics is essential reading for all students of language, linguistics and related disciplines. The
accompanying website can be found at www.routledge.com/cw/trask

Source Book for Linguistics
The most comprehensive overview available, this Handbook is an essential guide to sociolinguistics today. Reflecting the
breadth of research in the field, it surveys a range of topics and approaches in the study of language variation and use in
society. As well as linguistic perspectives, the handbook includes insights from anthropology, social psychology, the study
of discourse and power, conversation analysis, theories of style and styling, language contact and applied sociolinguistics.
Language practices seem to have reached new levels since the communications revolution of the late twentieth century. At
the same time face-to-face communication is still the main force of language identity, even if social and peer networks of
the traditional face-to-face nature are facing stiff competition of the Facebook-to-Facebook sort. The most authoritative
guide to the state of the field, this handbook shows that sociolinguistics provides us with the best tools for understanding
our unfolding evolution as social beings.

On the Chronology of Sound Changes in Tocharian: From Proto-Indo-European to ProtoTocharian
In this volume, Vácval Blazek and Michal Schwarz attempt to reconstruct as much of the linguistic evidence as is
salvageable so that we can have a better understanding of the history and prehistory of language communities and peoples
that once inhabited the Eurasian heartland north of the Himalayas. Blazek and Schwarz also provide an overview of the
many competing phylogenetic models for Indo-European arrived at by practitioners of the comparative method. They also
included 'Stammbäume' generated by the use of lexicostatistical methods.
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Tocharian Studies
A Comparative Grammar of the Early Germanic Languages
Our linguistic ancestors had used the wheel, were settled arable farmers, kept sheep and cattle, brewed beer, got married,
made weapons, and had at least 27 verbs for the expression of strife. The subjects to which the authors devote chapters
include fauna, flora, family and kinship, clothing and textiles, food and drink, space and time, emotions, mythology, religion,
and the continuing quest to discover the Proto-Indo-European homeland."

Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts
Fulk’s Comparative Grammar offers an overview of and bibliographical guide to the study of the phonology and the
inflectional morphology of the earliest Germanic languages, with particular attention to Gothic, Old Norse / Icelandic, Old
English, Old Frisian, Old Saxon, and Old High German, along with some attention to the more sparsely attested languages.
The sounds and inflections of the oldest Germanic languages are compared, with a view to reconstructing the forms they
took in Proto-Germanic and comparing those reconstructed forms with what is known of the Indo-European protolanguage.
Students will find the book an informative introduction and a bibliographically instructive point of departure for intensive
research in the numerous issues that remain profoundly contested in early Germanic language history.
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